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Abstract

1. Neutral landscape models have many applications in ecology, such as supporting

spatially-explicit simulations, developing, and evaluating landscape indices. However,

current approaches provide few options to produce large landscapes with controlled com-

position and fragmentation indices.

2. We introduce flsgen (Fragmented Landscape Generator), a new neutral landscape

generator that address this limitation by providing a high level of control over 14 land-

scape indices. The main novelty of flsgen is the decomposition of landscape genera-

tion into two steps: the solving of a constraint satisfaction problem and the generation of

a landscape raster with a stochastic algorithm. The latter relies on a continuous environ-

mental gradient that influences the landscape’s spatial configuration.

3. flsgen can generate fine-grained artificial landscapes in small amounts of time,

which makes it suited to produce large landscape series systematically. We demonstrate

the features of flsgen through three illustrative use cases.

4. flsgen is a practical and efficient tool that expand the current possibilities of neu-

tral landscape models and widen their potential applications. To facilitate its uptake,

flsgen is available as free and open-source software through a Java API, a command-

line interface, or an R package.

Keywords: Artificial landscape generation; Neutral landscape; Landscape ecology; Habitat

 fragmentation; Constraint programming; Landscape indices.

1 Introduction

 Landscape spatial patterns are known to influence ecological processes (Turner, 1989). For  

instance, the size and distribution of habitat patches can influence species immigration and  

extinction which in turn affect diversity patterns. However, such relations between patterns



 and processes are still not well understood and likely to differ among species and ecosystems  

(Rutledge, 2003; Frazier and Kedron, 2017). To address this challenge, researchers often rely  

on landscape indices (Ibanez et al., 2017; Cuervo and Møller, 2020), computer simulations  

(Bowers et al., 1996; Wiegand et al., 2005; Rahimi et al., 2021), or experiments on controlled  

landscapes (Collins and Barrett, 1997; Seibold et al., 2017; With and Payne, 2021).

As landscape-level experiments are often not feasible, several artificial landscape models

 have been developed to support such studies. They can be separated into two categories:  

process-based models and neutral models (or pattern-based) (van Strien et al., 2016). In  the first 

category, landscapes are generated according to spatial patterns that are associated  with 

ecological or anthropogenic processes (e.g. Gaucherel et al., 2006; Pe’er et al., 2013; Dislich et 

al., 2018). In the second category, landscape generation relies on random spatial  processes, 

including cellular-automata (e.g. Soares-Filho et al., 2002), fractal geometry (e.g. Gardner, 1999; 

Hargrove et al., 2002), and multi-objective optimization algorithms (e.g. van  Strien et al., 2016). 

In such neutral models, landscape composition and fragmentation can be controlled through 

parameters that are specific to the random spatial algorithms, such as the H parameter (or 

roughness factor) which is used in the diamond-square (or midpoint displasment) algorithm 

to control the level of “fragmentedness” (Fournier et al., 1982; Neel et al., 2004; Cambui et al., 

2015).

However, as pointed out by van Strien et al. (2016), such parameters do not reflect how

 real landscapes are evaluated in landscape ecology, where various metrics are available to  

describe the composition and configuration of a given landscape. This can be problematic to  

address research questions involving a systematic exploration of landscape indices. In their  

software Landscape Generator (LG), van Strien et al. (2016) addressed this limit of neutral  

landscape models, making it possible to generate artificial landscapes using the same param-  

eters used to evaluate real landscapes. In LG, the user defines target values to control patch and 

class-level landscape indices such as the number of patches, the total habitat amount, and



 patch-level indices such as patch area, or patch maximum perimeter. In addition, van Strien  

et al. (2016) presented some potential improvements to increase the control over generated  

landscapes. Notably, they suggested integrating more landscape indices as user targets, such  

as the largest patch index. Moreover, they recognized that the computation time of LG needs  

to be improved. Indeed, LG relies on a multi-objective optimization algorithm which can  

take several hours to generate 50×50 pixels landscapes and increases exponentially with in-  

creasing landscape size, making it unsuited to generate large landscapes and large series of  

landscapes. Furthermore, LG does not provide targets over advanced fragmentation indices,  

such as the effective mesh size (e.g Jaeger, 2000). This index, which is based on the proba-  

bility that two random points are located in the same patch, is widely used in fragmentation  

studies (e.g. Schmiedel and Culmsee, 2016; Babí Almenar et al., 2019; Cuervo and Møller, 

2020) and would be a great asset as a user-target in neutral landscape models.

In this article, we address some of LG’s limitations with Fragmented Landscape Gener-

 ator (flsgen), a new neutral landscape generator that offers a high level of control over  

landscape composition and fragmentation. Specifically, flsgen offers an expressive control 

over 14 landscape indices (see Table 1), including advanced fragmentation indices such as the 

effective mesh size. Although targets focus on composition and fragmentation, the spatial 

configuration of landscapes can be controlled with continuous environmental gradients. The 

main technical novelty of flsgen is the decomposition of landscape generation into two 

distinct processes: the identification of suitable landscape structures by solving a constraint 

satisfaction problem with a constraint programming (CP) solver, and the spatial landscape 

generation with a stochastic algorithm. This approach allows flsgen to generate landscapes 

with millions of cells, hundreds of patches, and several land-use classes within seconds, which 

makes it suited for large-scale experiments and analysis. flsgen is available as free and 

open-source software through a Java API, a command-line interface, and an R package.



Name Abbreviation Level Unit
Patch area AREA class cell surfaces
Mean patch area AREA_MN class cell surfaces
Total class area CA class cell surfaces
Proportion of landscape PLAND class percentage
Number of patches NP class unitless
Patch density PD class patches per cell surface
Smallest patch index SPI class cell surfaces
Largest patch index LPI class cell surfaces
Effective mesh size MESH class cell surfaces
Splitting index SPLI class unitless
Net product NPRO class (cell surfaces)2

Splitting density SDEN class (cell surfaces)−1

Degree of coherence COHE class probability (in [0,1])
Degree of landscape division DIVI class probability (in [0,1])

Table 1: Currently available user targets. The first group contains simple indices (McGarigal
et al., 2012), and the second group contains advanced fragmentation indices (Jaeger, 2000).

2 Overview of flsgen

 flsgen consists of two main components: (i) a constrained landscape structure solver,  

flsgen structure, which produces non-spatially-explicit patch area distributions satis-  

fying all user targets, and (ii) a spatially-explicit stochastic algorithm, flsgen generate  

which generates neutral landscapes satisfying predefined patch area distributions and relies on 

continuous environmental gradients to control spatial configuration. These components can be 

used independently, or the first one can serve as input for the second. Additionally, landscape 

structures can be extracted from real landscapes to recreate real composition patterns. Figure 1 

summarizes flsgen’s workflow, and Table 1 depicts available user targets. The area unit for 

flsgen targets is the cell surface, and geographical attributes (spatial extent, coordinate 

reference system, resolution) of the produced rasters can specified by the user. The dimensions of 

generated landscapes are either specified by the user or defined 98 through a mask raster. Also note 

that flsgen allows setting a target on the proportion of  landscape unoccupied by the focal 

classes (NON_FOCAL_PLAND). This space corresponds to what we called the non-focal class, 

that is the matrix surrounding focal classes.



User targets

Landscape composition and 
fragmentation indices

flsgen structure

A. Translates user targets into a CSP

B. Solves the CSP with Choco Solver

Landscape structure

Patch size distribution for 
each land-use class

flsgen generator

Generates a landscape with a given structure

Spatial configuration guided by a continuous 
environmental gradient

Continuous environmental gradient

Generated on-the-fly, by an external 
software, or directly from real data

Example: digital elevation model

See Table 1

Categorical neutral landscape

Mask (optional)

Extract structure from real landscape

Figure 1: flsgen workflow: landscape structures (non-spatially-explicit) satisfying user
targets are generated with flsgen structure, whose outputs are used by flsgen
generator to generate spatially-explicit landscape rasters. The generation algorithm re-
lies on a continuous environmental gradient, which can either be given as input or generated
on-the fly as a fractal terrain. User targets can include a mask, and landscape structures can
also be extracted from real landscapes.

2.1 Description of the landscape structure solver

 The first main component of flsgen is also the most distinctive from classical neutral land-  

scape generation approaches. It consists of a constrained landscape structure solver, flsgen  

structure. Given a set of focal land-use classes and user targets, it is able to identify a  set of 

non-spatially explicit landscape structures (i.e. a patch size distribution for each focal landuse 

class) such that all user targets are satisfied. If the targets do not admit any fea-



 sible landscape structure (e.g. two distinct classes both occupying 60% of the landscape),  

flsgen structure is able to detect such cases and inform the user that targets cannot be 

satisfied. Depending on user-targets, there may be thousands of suitable landscape structures, 

consequently, it is up to the user to specify how many solutions are desired. Note that it is 

possible to diversify the solutions (see Frequently asked questions in Supplementary  

Information) The implementation is based on a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). In a  

nutshell, a CSP is a mathematical problem where, given a set of variables X = {X1, ..., Xn}  

taking their values in the domains represented by D = {D1, ..., Dn}, the aim is to find a set of  

values {v1 ∈ D1, ..., vn ∈ Dn} satisfying a set of constraints denoted by C. The CSP solved  in 

flsgen structure expresses as follows. Given:

• LS the total landscape area;

• N the number of landscape classes;

• NP1, ...,NPN the minimum number of patches for each class;

• NP1, ...,NPN the maximum number of patches for each class;

• AREA1, ...,AREAN the minimum patch area for each class;

• AREA1, ...,AREAN the maximum patch area for each class;

• CA1, ...,CAN the minimum total area for each class;

• CA1, ...,CAN the maximum total area for each class;

• NPRO1, ...,NPRON the minimum net product1 for each class;

• NPRO1, ...,NPRON the maximum net product for each class;

Find a patch area distribution Pi = {AREAi
1, ...,AREAi

NPi
} (with NPi the variable rep-

resenting the number of patches of class i and AREAi
j the variable representing the area of

 patch j from class i) for each landscape class i such that:

1i.e. the sum of squared patch areas (Jaeger, 2000)



NPi ≤ NPi ≤ NPi for all i ∈ [1, N ]; (1)

AREAi
j ≤ AREAi

j ≤ AREA
i

j for all i ∈ [1, N ] and for all j ∈ [1,NPi]; (2)

CAi ≤
∑

j∈[1,NPi]

AREAi
j ≤ CAi for all i ∈ [1, N ]; (3)

NPROi ≤
∑

j∈[1,NPi]

(AREAi
j)

2 ≤ NPROi for all i ∈ [1, N ]; (4)

∑
i∈[1,N ]

CAi ≤ LS. (5)

Constraints (1), (2), (3), and (4) respectively ensure that the number of patches (NP),

 patch areas (AREA), total class area (CA), and the net product (NPRO) take their values  within 

specified bounds. Constraint (5) ensures that the landscape configuration does not 133 exceed the 

total landscape area. In this CSP, constraining NP, AREA, CA, and NPRO is 134 sufficient to 

allow any other index from Table 1 to be set as a target, as all of these indices 135 are proportional 

to either NP, AREA, CA, or NPRO. For example, if we want to enforce

PLANDi ≥ PLANDi, we just need to set CAi =
PLANDiLs

100
. Similarly, a minimum effective

mesh size MESHi for a class i can be set as target by setting NPROi = MESHi × Ls (see

 Jaeger, 2000). All of these operations are hidden to users, who only need to set their targets for 

any of the indices in Table 1. To solve this CSP, flsgen structure relies on Choco  solver 

(Prud’homme et al., 2017), an open-source Java Constraint Programming (CP) solver, which 

provides an exact solving engine based on artificial intelligence techniques such as automated 

reasoning, constraint propagation and search heuristics (Rossi et al., 2006).

2.2 Description of the neutral landscape generator

 To generate spatially-explicit landscape satisfying landscape structures generated by flsgen  

structure, we implemented flsgen generate, a stochastic neutral landscape gener-



 ator. Using a stochastic algorithm cannot guarantee that a feasible landscape will be found, 

neither that a spatial embedding of the input structure exists. However, generating a 2D raster 

landscape with a predefined structure is equivalent to solving a polyomino packing problem,  

which is known to be NP-Complete even for small shapes (Brand, 2017). Consequently, using an 

exact approach for this step would likely slow down the generation and limit the output  spatial 

resolution. In practice, our approach is efficient for most cases, and is more likely to fail when 

focal classes occupy more than 90% of the total landscape area.

The main input of our algorithm is a landscape structure with N landscape classes and

 a set of patch area distributions P = {P1, ..., PN } such that for any landscape class i,

Pi = {AREAi
1, ...,AREAi

NPi
} with NPi the number of patches in class i and AREAi

j the

 area of patch j in class i. To generate a landscape, the algorithm iteratively tries to fill an  empty 

landscape with each class (see Algorithm 1 in Supplementary Information). Given a class, it 

iteratively constructs each patch specified in the structure by first randomly selecting  an available 

cell in the landscape, and then by randomly adding available cells that are in the  neighbourhood 

of already selected cells (see Algorithm 2 in Supplementary Information). A  cell is considered 

available if it is not already assigned to a landscape class and if it is not in the buffer of another 

patch of the same class. The width of patch buffers represents the minimum distance between two 

patches of the same class and is specified by the user with the db parameter. The selection of a cell 

is affected by the input continuous environmental gradient,  also named the terrain, according 

to the terrain dependency parameter td. It corresponds to one minus the proportion of 

neighbouring cells with the lowest value in the terrain that can  be selected (see filter 

function of the Algorithm 2 in Supplementary Information). Setting  td = 1 forces the 

algorithm to always select the available cell with the lowest value, whereas 169 setting td = 0 

makes the algorithm insensitive to the environmental gradient.



2.3 Distribution

 The software flsgen is distributed as an open-source software under the GNU GPL3 li-  

cence. Source code and downloads are available in GitHub. The software can be used as a  

Java API, an R package, or through a command-line interface (CLI).

Java API (https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/flsgen): The three components of

fslgen were developed in Java. The Java API of flsgen is then its native API and offers  a 

great flexibility. Notably, using flsgen from Java offers a full access to the Choco solver  

library, which makes it appropriate for advanced uses.

R package (https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/rflsgen): To facilitate its uptake

by the widest possible number of researchers, we developed rflsgen, an R package which  

allows to use the functionalities of flsgen. It can be built from sources using the GitHub  

repository, or directly downloaded from CRAN (https://cran.r-project.org/package=rflsgen).

Command-line interface (https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/flsgen): Finally, as

 part of the Java implementation, we developed a command-line interface (CLI) which offer  

access to most usages and parameters of flsgen. This CLI only requires Java Runtime En-  

vironment (JRE, version ≥ 8) installed, which makes it useful to launch large scale landscape  

generation on a remote computing server.

https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/flsgen
https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/rflsgen
https://github.com/dimitri-justeau/flsgen


3 Use cases

3.1 Generating landscape series with fixed structure and vary-

ing spatial configurations

 Neutral landscapes series are useful to assess the impact of landscape spatial configuration on 

ecological processes or to evaluate spatially-explicit models (e.g. fire spread simulation) with 

controlled datasets. However, for systematic analysis, it is necessary to ensure that landscape 

composition remains fixed while the spatial configuration is variable. In this use case, we 

illustrate how flsgen can be used to generate such landscape series by simulating patchy 

vegetation landscapes including three focal land-use classes: shrubland, savanna,  and forest. The 

dimension of these landscapes is 500x500 pixels, with a resolution of 30x30  meters per pixel, 

which corresponds to a total extent of 22500 ha. First, we defined composition targets: PLAND = 

20% for shrubland, 10% for savanna and forest; NP = 40 for  shrubland, 30 for savanna, and 20 

for forest, and AREA ∈ [500, 3000] for shrubland, savanna, and forest. Then we generated a 

landscape structure satisfying these targets with flsgen structure. Maintaining this 

structure fixed, we generated a landscape series with a varying landscape configuration through 

the terrain dependency parameter (see Section 2.2) which varied from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.01, 

resulting in 101 landscapes. A continuous environmental gradient was generated on-the-fly by 

flsgen with the diamond-square algorithm and a roughness parameter of 0.2. A subset of the 

generated landscape is depicted in Figure 2. Finally, we evaluated the variation of spatial 

configuration in the landscape series through the edge density and disjunct core area density 

indices at the landscape level, using the landscapemetrics R package (Hesselbarth et al., 

2019) (see Figure 2).



Figure 2: (Use case 3.1) Subset of the 101 generated 500x500 vegetation landscapes with

fixed structure and varying spatial configuration.

Figure 3: (Use case 3.1) Influence of the terrain dependency parameter (td) on landscape spa-

tial configuration, measured with the edge density and the disjunct core area density indices.



3.2 Exploring correlations between fragmentation and connec-

tivity patterns

 Landscape fragmentation and connectivity pattern are known to impact ecological processes  

such as dispersal, gene flow, of fire resistance (Fahrig, 2003; Taylor et al., 1993). While  the first 

refers to the structural patterns of habitat patches distribution, the second reflects the ability of 

species to migrate and disperse between habitat patches. Using the same scale  as the previous use 

case (500x500 pixels at 30x30 meters resolution), we demonstrate how flsgen can be used to 

explore correlations between fragmentation and connectivity patterns, respectively measured 

with the effective mesh size (MESH, Jaeger, 2000), which was  presented in the Introduction, and 

the probability of connectivity (PC Saura and Pascual-Hortal, 2007), which is a graph-based 

connectivity index based on a probabilistic connection model. Specifically, we generated a single 

focal class (e.g. rainforest) series of 2370 landscapes with MESH varying from 1000 pixels 

(90ha) ±1% to 60000 pixels (5400ha) ±1% with a step of 250 pixels (22.5ha). A subset of these 

landscapes is illustrated in Figure 4. For each MESH target, we left a high degree of freedom to 

other composition indices and generated 10 different landscape structures to ensure diversity in 

composition patterns. We computed the PC index for each generated landscape with the 

Makurhini R package, using the default probability threshold which is based on the inverse of 

the mean distance between patches (Godínez-Gómez and Correa Ayram, 2020). We plotted the 

relation between MESH and PC in the generated landscape series (see Figure 5), and evaluated 

the Pearson correlation coefficient (r ≈ 0.75, p-value < 0.001), which suggests a strong positive 

linear correlation between MESH and PC. Given a value of MESH, we also observed a strict 

lower bound for PC corresponding to the case where the landscape is only composed of one 

patch. In this special case, PC equals MESH divided by the landscape area.



Figure 4: (Use case 3.2) Subset of the 2370 generated 500x500 landscapes with controlled

effective mesh size (MESH).
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Figure 5: (Use case 3.2) Relation between the probability of connectivity (PC) index and the

effective mesh size (MESH) evaluated from 2370 neutral landscapes of 500x500 pixels at

30x30 meters resolution (22500ha).



3.3 Recreating large landscape composition patterns

 In this last use case, we illustrate how flsgen can be used to extract landscape structures  from 

large real landscapes to recreate landscape composition patterns, with a focus on the  forest cover 

of the main island of New Caledonia, which is a tropical archipelago in the South Pacific. First, 

we extracted 105x105 m New Caledonian forest cover data from the Copernicus Global 

Land Service database (Buchhorn et al., 2020), and produced a categorical raster map with two 

focal-classes: open and closed forest (see Figure 6). The dimension of the raster is 3297x2724, 

which corresponds to a total extent of 99,016 km2, of which 16,030 km2 are terrestrial. Then, 

we used flsgen to extract the landscape structure (with the 8-connectivity rule), which 

contains 13583 patches of open forest and 4906 patches of closed 243 forest. Finally, we generated 

a neutral landscape using the New Caledonian digital elevation 244 model as the continuous 

environmental gradient raster (see Figure 7).

Figure 6: (Use case 3.3) Open and closed forest cover in the main island of New Caledonia,

at 105x105 m resolution. Data from the Copernicus Global Land Service database.



Figure 7: (Use case 3.3) Neutral landscape generated with flsgen recreating the landscape

composition pattern of open and closed forest cover in the main island of New Caledonia

(See Figure 6). The New Caledonian digital elevation model was used as the continuous

environmental gradient in flsgen, with a terrain dependency set to 0.9. The 8-connectivity

rule was used to extract the original landscape structure and to generate the neutral landscape.

4 Conclusion

 In this article, we introduced flsgen, a neutral landscape generator that allows controlling  

many landscape composition and fragmentation indices. By separating the generation pro-  

cess into (i) a non-spatially-explicit constraint satisfaction phase and (ii) a spatially-explicit  

landscape generation phase, flsgen can generate large landscape series in small amounts  

of time (see Table 2). This new open-source software can support spatially explicit ecological  

simulations, evaluation of landscape indices or any other application that requires systematic  

and precise control of landscape composition and fragmentation indices. We aimed at mak-



 ing flsgen as accessible as possible through three available interfaces: a native Java API,

 an R package, and a command-line interface.

Use case Number of landscapes Landscape dimension Number of focal classes Total time
3.1 101 500x500 3 2.6 min
3.2 2370 500x500 1 3.6 h
3.3 1 3297x2724 2 54 s

Table 2: Use cases computation time (landscape generation).

Until now and to the best of our knowledge, Landscape Generator (LG, van Strien et al.,

 2016) was the only neutral landscape model allowing users to set target over landscape indices, 

although limited to low-resolution landscapes due to an exponentially increasing runtime. 

flsgen extends the possibilities offered by LG by implementing new landscape indices that can 

serve as targets and by allowing a fast generation of large landscapes, which opens new 

possibilities in terms of systematic experiments and analysis. Furthermore, the main difference 

between our approach and LG is that we focused on satisfying composition and fragmentation 

targets while controlling the spatial configuration with environmental gradients that can be 

produced by classical neutral models such as NLMR or NLMpy (Etherington et al., 2015; Sciaini et 

al., 2018). Consequently, flsgen is complementary to existing  approaches: (i) classical neutral 

landscape models outputs can serve as continuous environmental gradients in flsgen, and (ii) 

landscape structures generated by flsgen can serve  as preprocessed inputs in LG, whose targets 

are focused on spatial configuration indices. Although this second scenario is currently limited by 

LG’s computing time, we believe that our contribution can motivate further developments to 

overcome this limit and to provide more control over simulated data in ecological studies. In 

conclusion, by unlocking new possibilities for neutral landscape generation, we believe that 

flsgen is an asset to address novel questions in landscape ecology. In particular, we believe 

that it can support a better understanding of landscape indices behaviour and provide new 

insights to understand the relations between landscape patterns and ecological processes.
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